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A Look
into the Science of our Technology

The Heart of the Matter is the Aura Therapy Patch System!
by   JAcqueS BenveniSte, M.D.

Life depends on signals 
exchanged among 

molecules (Biophotons). 
For example, when you get 
angry, adrenalin “tells” its 
receptor, and it alone (as a 
faithful molecule, it talks 
to no other) to make your 
heart beat faster, to contract 
superficial blood vessels, etc. 
in biology, the words “mo-
lecular signal” is used very 
often. Yet, if you ask even 
the most eminent biologists 
what the physical nature of 
this signal is, they seem not 
to understand the question, 
and stare at you wide-eyed. 
in fact, they’ve cooked up a 
rigorously cartesian physics 
all their own, as far removed 
as possible from the realities 
of contemporary physics, 
according to which simple 
contact (Descartes’ laws of 
impact, quickly disproved 
by Huygens) between two 
coalescent structures creates 

energy, thus constituting an 
exchange of information.

Molecules vibrate; we 
have known this fact for 
decades. every atom of every 
molecule and every intermo-
lecular bond the bridge that 
links the atoms and emits a 
group of specific frequen-
cies. Specific frequencies of 
simple or complex molecules 
are detected at distances of 
billions of light-years, thanks 
to radio-telescopes. Biophys-
icists describe these frequen-
cies as an essential physical 
characteristic of matter, but 
biologists do not consider 
that electromagnetic waves 
can play a role in molecular 
functions themselves. We 
cannot find the words “fre-
quency” or “signal” (in the 
physical sense of the term) 
in any treatise on molecular 
interactions in biology, nor 
to speak of the term “elec-
tromagnetic,” use of which is 

used in our technology.
This means that a 

molecular signal can be 
efficiently represented by a 
spectrum of frequencies be-
tween 20Hz and 20,000Hz, 
the same range as the human 
hearing or music. For several 
hundred thousand years, 
human beings have been 
relating sound frequencies 
to a biological mechanism: 
the emotions. composers 
of background music for 
supermarkets or elevators are 
practicing neurophysiology. 
High-pitched rapid sounds 
engender lightness of spirit, 
high-pitched slow sounds, 
sweetness; sounds both deep 
and rapid awaken the fight-
ing spirit, while deep, slow 
sounds invoke serious emo-
tions, sadness and mourning.

These are fundamentally 
cerebral physical-chemical 
phenomena, triggered by 
defined frequencies. 
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We do nothing more 
than this when we transmit 
pre-recorded molecular ac-
tivities to biological systems.

Therefore, one may hy-
pothesize that biological sys-
tems function like radio sets, 
by co-resonance. if you tune 
a receiver to 92.6 MHz, you 
tune in Radio-This, because 
the receiver and the trans-
mitter vibrate at the same 
frequency. if we change the 
setting a little to, say, 92.7, 
we no longer receive that 
particular radio frequency.

These advances in 
understanding the inmost 
mechanism of molecular 
recognition and signaling do 
not overturn the science of 
biology, and even less those 
of physics and chemistry.

We have taken nothing 
away from classic descrip-
tions, but only taken a step 
forward by adding to the 
present body of knowledge. 
This is the normal course of 
scientific progress, and there 
is no reason for it to provoke 
imprecations and anathema.

The electromagnetic 
nature of the molecular 
signal sheds light on many 
shadowy areas of biology. 
We can now understand 
how millions of biological 
molecules can communicate 
(at the speed of light), each 
with its own corresponding 
molecule and it alone, the 
basic requirement for the 
functioning of biological 
systems...and why minute 

chemical modifications pro-
duce considerable functional 
consequences, something 
“structural” biologists are at 
a loss to explain. in decid-
ing that only structures can 
have an action, biologists 

find themselves in a pre-
newtonian world where the 
movement of celestial bodies 
is described by Ptolemy in 
terms of epicycles.

What about water in 
all this? it is the vehicle for 
information. This cannot 
be avoided, since there are 
10,000 water molecules in 
the human body for every 
molecule of protein. There is 
no problem with this either; 
a submarine communicates 
with its base via low-fre-
quency electromagnetic 

waves, not with megahertz 
frequencies, which do not 
penetrate water. We have 
recently completed very 
simple experiments showing 
that a molecule at a normally 
active concentration does not 

work in a medium devoid of 
water. Adding water is not 
enough to restore activity; it 
must be “informed.” in other 
words, when molecules trig-
ger a biological effect, they 
are not directly transmitting 
the signal. The final job is 
done by per molecular water, 
which relays and possibly 
amplifies the signal. Sound 
is not directly created by 
a compact disc. The latter 
carries data, which is audible 
only after being amplified by 
an electronic system.

How does this relate to the 
Aura Therapy Patch System?

The AuRA Therapy 
System is a series of twenty-
eight non-transdermal 
therapy patches. each patch 
is uniquely made to restore 
normal balance in the hu-
man body utilizing digitally 
encoded information. They 
provide energy patterns 
that have been specifically 
programmed for particular 
health issues. By restoring 
these energy patterns, we can 
observe a positive change in 
people’s health and balance 
of the bodies energy.

The patches are pro-
grammed with completely 
natural frequencies with 
no negative side-effects. 
There is nothing synthetic 
in the therapy and there is 
no chemistry that passes 
through the skin. This is the 
same abundant energy that 
we find around and inside the 
healthiest people on earth.

Jacques Benveniste, MD is not af-

filiated with Bio-Magnetic Systems, 

Ltd. Below are a few of his profes-

sional achievements:

•   Discoverer of Platelet-Activating 

Factor (1970)

•   Author of the controversial Nature 

article on the “memory of water” 

(1988)

•   Director of Research at INSERM, 

Digital Biology Laboratory, 

 Clamart, France

The Heart of the Matter is the Aura Therapy Patch System!  (continued from page 1)
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I have been so excited at using the Aura Patches. This past week, I 

was testing a client in Maryland that has had trouble keeping her 

sugar level down. She had made an appointment to meet with 

a doctor as she felt that it was serious. Her blood sugar level was 

280 and she was not able to get it down for weeks. I asked her if 

she’d like to try the Enzymes DB patch. She put it on and within 

one hour her level went down to 140. She was afraid she’d lose it in 

the shower so she took it off that evening when she showered. The 

level went up to 170.  Before bed, she put it back on and when she 

checked it in the morning it was consistently around 140. Within a 

few days, her level went down to the normal range and is staying 

there.

Thanks for such a great concept in healing.

R. Still, from Missouri

About two weeks ago my wife who is 75 years old, and has had 

recent carpel tunnel surgery woke up with extreme pain in her 

shoulder and wrist. we called the surgeon who had done this work, 

and soon as we could get an appointment with him would be in 

about 2 weeks. Since , I had heard of the Aura COMFORT/PAIN 

PATCH.  I got in touch with you. You over-nighted the COMFORT 

PAIN PATCH and your Aura H-GH4 patch. I had been using a cold ice 

pack to reduce her pain. As per your instructions I put a COMFORT 

PAIN PATCH and H-GH4 patch  under her arm and another of each 

at her wrist. The pain which kept her in bed till about noon was 

50% reduced, the next day it was better. I changed the patches as 

you said. Now she can get up and do things around the house. I 

had doubts that the patch would work as quickly a it did. When she 

first woke with the pain, we phoned our nephew who is a neurolo-

gist, he said that it sounded like a pinched nerve or arthritis, and 

to get in touch with our surgeon. But now...I want to thank you for 

your prompt attention, the product works.

Thanks again,

David R. from Knoxville, TX

Update on New Programming
Comfort/Pain Patch, has been improved!

We recently have upgraded our #(6) comfort/Pain patch by 
added a new frequency to the original program. The patch now 
contains a frequency that had been taken from a device known 
as the “tens” machine. This new and improved patch has 
added additional benefit and relief to customers that have had 
aches and pain related from trauma. Several customers have 
reported a noticeable difference from the original patch and 
are getting faster results.

Who can benefit from this patch?
•  Golfers
•  Tennis players
•  Body Fitness
•  Athletes
•  Joggers/Runners
•  Construction Workers
•  People recovering from surgery
•  People recovering from an accident
•  Analgesic pain
•  Migraine pain

I am a Reiki Master/Teach.  I am also a Crystal healer.  “Energy” is at 

the core of these healing systems.  “Energy” is the core of all life. I 

thought I had a good handle on my personal energies. I was proven 

wrong by the Weight Management Aura Patches. I have been using 

these patches for 5 weeks now. I have lost 21 1/2 pounds in that time.

I have NO cravings for junk food.

I have NO cravings for alcohol of any kind.

I have found myself looking for healthy, nutritious food for both 

meals and snacks. I have been reaching for water instead of diet 

sodas.  I think there is an Aura Angel inside of me making these 

choices! I cannot tell you the benefits I have been reaping. If any-

one is even considering trying the Aura Patches, all I can say is, “Do 

not doubt the energy that these patches are empowered with.”

I believe you have put an energized miracle into each patch.

Thank you,

Sue S. from Michigan

S t o R i e S  t o  S H A R e
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These products have not been approved or evaluated by the US Food and Drug Administration. The information is to be used as a reference only. The Aura Patch Therapy System is not intended to diagnose, treat, 

cure or prevent any disease. This product is for research use only and is not intended for use in medical diagnosis and/or medical treatment.  All data is reserved for energetic research and restoration analysis.

Research and 
Development is 
our Future!

eMR technologies, 
Ltd. is the research 

and development arm of our 
company. our facility has 
been recently certified by the 
State of nevada as an envi-
ronmental testing company. 
We are dedicated to our 
industry where we conduct 
bio-resonance applications 
and manufacture several 
different products utilizing 
proprietary bio-resonance 
and frequency technology.

eMR has developed 
a number of applications 
that have been turned into 
commercial products that 
are used in the nutritional 
supplement industry, health 
and wellness, as well as mi-
crochips to reduce harmful 
radiation in cell phones, and 
reducing toxin emissions in 
automobiles.

Current Products
Aura Patch System™

The Aura Patch is a small metalized energy patch that attaches to the 
body and presents a field of supportive and restorative energy back into 
the body’s energetic field. The AuRA patches are an energy delivery 

system. They provide specific energy patterns that are found in people with abundant good 
health.  By restoring these energy patterns, we have observed a positive change in people’s health. 
The patches are programmed with completely natural frequencies with no negative side-effects. 
There is no chemistry that passes through the skin. This is the same energy that is found inside 
the healthiest people on earth.

Cell Phone Battery Booster™
The cell Phone Disk is a revolutionary discovery that will defend against 
electro-pollution from cell phones and mobile phones, and also enhances the 
battery energy for longer use between charges. The proprietary process enables 
the cell phone chip to emit neutralizing frequencies that correspond and elimi-
nate harmful electromagnetic frequencies (eMF) and electromagnetic radia-

tion (eMR) as well as improving battery life. The Phone chip prevents the body’s energies from 
disturbances through environmental influences such as harmful eMF electromagnetic fields.

The Crystal Blue Air Chip™
The cBAc has been tested in Korea, Mexico and united States for gas ef-
ficiencies and improved toxic emissions. The chip uses a magnetic-like energy 
field, which raises the quantum coherent level of the energetic structure of 
petroleum.  This conditioning increases the energetic structure of the fuel and 
neutralizes the toxic elements while octane and oxygen energetics are increased 

prior to combustion taking place. The result is a dramatic reduction in automobile smog emis-
sions and an increase in performance, (both torque and horsepower).

Quality Assurance Seal™
The qA seals are used on nutritional supplements to enhance the products 
potential, and for the protection against the degradation of the ingredients. 
They ensure that the ingredients will be kept at their highest level of energy. By 
attaching a single seal to the bottom or side of the container, the ingredients 
within will receive specific energetic frequencies from the seals; thus keeping 

the ingredients fresher, thereby supporting the claims and the reputation of the product.

to place orders online, go to: www.aurapatches.com. eMR technologies, LtD. is headquartered 
in Henderson, Nevada with sales offices in Orange County, California; Atlanta, Georgia and 
Mexico city, Mexico.
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